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Programme day
11th August Saturday: arrival day and settling in
12th August Sunday:
Before we left for the day trip some participants (CY, RO and
SP) who spent the first night in nearby hotels moved their
luggage to the smaller cottage in Kirkgate Nr 37 to store it until
the evening (when the larger cottage became available).
We left around 9.30 am to drive over to Penrith to visit one of
the largest agricultural Shows of Cumbria (Lowther Show)
located right underneath Lowther Castle.
The Show presents local customs, sport and traditions such as
Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling (as displayed on the
picture to the right), Hound Show, Fly fishing, Trail runs, Clay
shooting, Gundog Show, 6 and 2 Horse Carriage racing,
Archery workshops, practical Horsemanship displays, Ferret
Display, Wild Bird exhibition, Survival Camp, Falconry
Classroom …

illustrative documentation

… and Pony Show jumping (the picture on the right displays
the horseman jumping of the horse and get back onto its back
while the pony ins in fast movement) and rural Crafts like
woodwork and leather work.
After a short introduction to the Show everyone was left to
explore the show themselves. We arranged to meet up at
Lunch time when all participant chose their lunch.
Since everyone was keen on enjoying the show a bit longer we
agreed on meeting up again at 4pm to leave (which was well
timed as it started the rain heavily just before we left).

More information on here:
http://www.lowthershow.co.uk/whats-on
Sunday late afternoon
As the route back from Lowther Show was taking us along a
prehistoric site we stopped at Mayburgh Prehistoric Henge.
Mark explained about the kind of prehistoric monuments we
have in Cumbria and how the earliest significant ‘monuments’
were constructed in the late Neolithic and early Bronze Age
periods. We discussed: The value of archaeological
monuments in the Cultural Landscape. The need to
understand archaeological sites to enable sensitive
management and protection of archaeological sites in the UK.
When we arrived back in the late afternoon the CY, RO and SP
participants moved into the larger cottage right next to the
smaller Cottage which accommodated the GE and SK
participants.
13th August Monday morning: Jessica picked the group up,
Kamal supported us with the transporting the group in the first
3 days. While Mark expected us in the office.
The group got handed different materials Grampus produced
(CHANTICA magazine and ‘Bassenthwaite Reflections’ leaflets)
in the past providing illustrated information on past Grampus
Heritage and Training projects. For a short introduction, Mark
held a powerpoint presentation on archaeological projects
(and finds) and excavations we have been involved in over the
past years. He described the archaeological techniques we
use, from geophysical survey through the excavation and
reporting.
The group learned about our Papcastle (Roman) and
Abbeytown (Medieval) community archaeology projects.
Mark explained the importance of Volunteers to our work and
the benefits and methods of community engagement.
Once the workshop participants list was signed by everyone
we left the office to head off to Carlisle around 11am to visit
the Archaeological Archive Wardell Armstrong. After each
participant had signed their visitor register the group was

shown the administrative area (staff rooms) and the
Storehouse were finds are processed (washed, dried, cleaned,
listed and archived).
Our visit was hosted by Megan Stoakley, the post-excavation
finds specialist for Wardell Armstrong. Megan explained how
finds and artefacts are processed and assessed after an
archaeological excavation. Megan also explained the process
for assessing human remains and animal bones. Lynne
Gardner also explained to the group about environmental
archaeology and how soil samples are processed and assessed
to find evidence of the past landscape.
The group left Wardell Armstrong at 12.30 for Lunch at Carlisle
Toby’s Carvery restaurant at 1pm.
For the afternoon the group visited the Hadrian’s Wall Site
Birdoswald near Carlisle.
Points discussed:
Roman archaeology and the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage
Site / Visitor centre interactive interpretation for visitors
14th August Tuesday: The group was picked up at 9.30 and
taken by Mark and Jessica to Whinlatter Pass. We discussed
the formation and shape of the Lake District on the example
of Bassenthwaite Lake and Derwent Water.
We looked at different kinds of woods near Whinlatter Pass
(industrial wood used for timber trade) and ancient Oak woods
who need protecting. We discussed the ‘landscape matrix’ of
the Lake district National park and the various habitat types in
the region (woodland, wetland, farmland) and how these are
managed. We also discussed how organisations are working
together to manage the landscape at a water catchment level.
The group drove past Ashness bridge up to Surprise View were
we looked at Valley and Lakes (Derwent Water and
Bassenthaite). We explained how the landscape would have
raised from being a seabed 500 Million years ago and built the
fells as a result of pressure and how glaciers shaped the
landmass further.
The next stop on the way through Borrowdale Valley was the
Bowder stone which was make a point of interest in Victorian
times. Our journey through Borrowdale took us up to Honister
pass and the Slate mine. During the booked tour across the
slate mine the group learned about the traditional building
material (Slate) in the region and how it has been mined in the
past and today. Slate has been mined in the region since the
year 1728 and Honister Mine is the last working Slate Mine in
England after several Mines (of Buttermere and Westmorland)
had to close down (following poor management) in the 1980’s.
The tour guide informed them further about industrial
heritage, how mining was a major part of rural economy in
Cumbria and the life of miners, how stones mining helped
creating the traditional local buildings (especially featured in
Keswick area) and vernacular architecture.

Because the weather was very wet Mark and Jessica decided
to amend the afternoon programme. Instead of visiting the
Romano British settlement at Lanthwaite green and our
previous excavation site at Papcastle the group was taken to
Senhouse Roman Museum in Maryport (run by a Charity Trust)
to see an example of small scale museum. Staff member Jane
Lasky took us around the museum and showed a map of the
(underground) roman civil settlement nearby. Most of the
museums content came from the private collection of John
Senhouse (Lord of the Manor of Ellenborough who started the
collection in 1570 at his nearby Manor House) and passed it
one through his family until in 1970’s when the collection
needed to be relocated .
More information here: http://www.senhousemuseum.co.uk/
15th August Wednesday
Mark and Jessica picked the group up at 9.30 to take them to
High Snab Farm in Newland Valley who is run by Tom Lorains
and his wife Caroline. Tom is on a 15 year lease (he rents the
farm of the National Trust, which is a nationwide Charity who
runs a large numbers of properties and estates across the UK).
Tom took us to the top field and told us about the shepherd
calendar, how sheepdogs are trained and the way to handle
them.
We discussed: Hefts (the area sheep settle in on the fell), Fell
Gates (each farm along the Fells has a Fell gate which they use
to access the common land above their farms). Depending on
the size of the Fell farm the farmer receives licenses (per
sheep) on how many sheep he can put on the common land
above the farm. Tom has 500 licenses, his neighbour farmer
1000. The Fell farmers can sign up to schemes which allow
them to receive European Union subsidiaries for Hey making
(they are only allowed to cut the Hey from mid July onwards)
or protecting areas of native Oak Woods on their land by
fencing it in to keep the life stock out.
We learned about how to influence the numbers of single and
twin births. Since Toms sheep are living on rougher ground up
in the fells (with less rich food) he is aiming to have more single
births than Twins to make sure the survival rates are higher.
By putting the females on fields with less rich grass (during
“Topping season” in late autumn) the females ovulation gets
limited. That reduces the likeliness for twin lambs in spring. In
addition we learned about Hefts (the area in the Fell a sheep
settles into).
Coming back from the top field we stopped for a Scone and
Tea inside the converted old barn building (who will be guest
accommodation at some pint) to dry up and get warm again.
After that Tom took us to his new barn building and explained
the features of Herdwick sheep…a traditionally strong sheep
breed in the Lake District. They are ideally featuring light white
heads and blue-grey body fur. We learned as well how to

identify a sheep (allocate it to the owner). The sheep can be
identified by a chip in its ear (all lambs get them when they are
2 days old), the ear tags and paint marks on the body (torso)
of the animal. Most of the local lambs get butchered when
they reach 15kg. Meat from a 15kg animal doesn’t sell
(because of the small meat portion is makes) very well in the
UK and gets therefore mostly exported to Europa (Spain,
Germany, Netherlands etc).
We discussed as well specific health issues of sheep in the
Lakes: Most common are problems caused by ticks (who live
in bracken across the Fells) and certain parasites like worms
who built up a resistance to previous used treatments. Ticks
can carry the acute viral “Louping-ill” disease that attacks the
nervous system of the animal.
In order to reduce the amount of ticks Tom is trying to control
the bracken above the farm by cutting it down.
After the group was shown how to shear a sheep swiftly
without harming it (Tom learned it during his 6 month work
experience in New Zealand) we looked at the machines used
to run the farm.
Tom explained that the fell farm causes higher transport and
delivery cost because of the position up in the fells (compared
to a low land farm which is accessible by main roads and gets
lower delivery rates). The fell farm is more difficult to get to
and small roads need to be used in order to reach it.
After our Spanish participants Maria and Mariana discussed a
few more points of joining interests with Tom, they announced
to have plenty of questions for Tom and exchanged contact
details.
More information on here:
http://www.highsnabfarm.co.uk/
15th August Wednesday afternoon:
On the way back we stopped at Dubwath Silver Meadow
wetlands to look at previous Grampus Heritage projects. The
aim of the project ‘Bassenthwaite reflections’ was to make the
previously unused wetland accessible for the public by putting
up a boardwalk (made from recycled plastic) and 2 small
houses (made from mostly sustainable materials) who offer
visitors the opportunity to watch wildlife (there is a white
board in the larger of the house which can be used to make a
note and add comments of observations). Jessica explained
how she came over to the UK on a Leonardo student exchange
(organised by HVHS) in August 2008 and helped along with 4
other students from Germany to build a round birdhouse
(picture on the right) by using (after receiving the training)
traditional skills like wood carving, green woodwork like willow
weaving, processing and dying wool, using clay and other
sustainable materials like bracken and lime to make walls and
roofs etc.. The birdhouse is still used and well looked after by

the local community 10 years after it has been originally
erected.
We had arranged the Jennings Brewery tour in Cockermouth
for 1.30pm followed by lunch and tasting session.
Our half Belgium tour guide introduced us to the history of the
former small family run business (founded in 1828) and how
the business was moved from Lorton into Cockermouth after
is has outgrown the original premises. The brewery managed
since than to expand into a nationwide supplier of different
Ales and Bitters while keeping the family run character of the
company.
Firstly we were taken to see the different rooms and
production areas of the brewery complex. Followed by an
introduction into the process of beer making and the storing
of the main 4 ingredients (Barley, Water, Sugar, Hops). After
some of us tasted different types of processed Barley and
Hops we learned about the stages of beer brewing (we looked
at 3 day old and 5 day old mash, tanks are displayed on the
image) and that the Brewery uses water from a well 23 m
below the brewery buildings. If the water is to ‘soft’ they adds
certain salt to make the water harder (“Burtonising” process)
if necessary.
Local famers will collect the by-product (mash) to feed their
pigs. The brewery - being built right next to the merging point
of the rivers Cocker and Derwent - has been (just like the rest
of Cockermouth town centre) been flooded twice since 2009.
The flood height is marked out in their premises for visitors to
see. The tour of the brewery finished (with a well looked
forward to) Beer tasting of the different Ales and Bitters (along
with Steak and Ale Pie for lunch). Kamal enjoyed a lesson on
how to draw a pint of beer correctly. More information on
here: https://www.jenningsbrewery.co.uk/
16th August Thursday:
We picked the group a little earlier that day (9.00am) to visit
Abbeytown were Grampus Heritage held several excavations
in the past years. The group found out that the original size of
the Abbey was three times larger than the current size and
that the Abbey was burned down to the walls in 2006 and had
been rebuilt after.
The group found out what Grampus Heritage had learned
about the history and layout of the monastery from our
previous community excavations.
While we walked across the field next to the Abbey Mark
explained to the group how the excavation in 2016 found
evidence of a medieval harbour, which would have been used
by the monastery to transport stone for construction and for
trade, linking the Abbey to the harbour of Skinburness to the
north.
This will be the focus of our new community archaeology
project in Sept/Oct 2018. After everyone jhad a look around
the Abbey we went on to our next stop near Thornby Moore.

We had booked for a tour and talk ad Thornby Moore Cheese
Farm for 11aom to compare the medium size cheese
production we have seen during the kick off meeting in
Germany (October 2017), the small Cypriot Halloumi farm
(April 2018) and the larger cheese production in Romania
(June 2018) to a small size family business in the Lake District
who produces cheese of unpasteurised milk.
Leonie Fairbairn (the daughter of the owner) explained how
her mother started cheese making as an autodidact and they
always used raw milk (rather than pasteurised milk). We
learned that it is not allowed to sell dairy products from raw
milk in very nearby Scotland. Further we discussed the
advantages of “closed herds” (advantages: the herd is stabile
and reproduces itself, less incoming diseases, less stress for
the cows, results in better milk quality) compared to “flying
herds” (lactating cows get bought in, increases the risk of
brought in diseases and stabiles the ranks within the herd
constantly). http://thornbymoordairy.co.uk/
After lunch the group moved on to Bowness-on-Solway and
visited Solway Plain wetlands at Campfield Marsh – a rare peat
and heather habitat that can be explored via a boarded walk.
The Visitor centre depends again on volunteers to keep up and
running. Mhairi Mclauchlan, Warden and Site Manager, who
has been working at this particular RSPB site (Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds) since 2017 took us around the marsh
land and explained what kind of birds can be seen at what time
of the year across the area. As well as what they do to help to
preserve different habitats.
The dry summer impacted on the nature reserves habitats
quite heavily as seen on the lack of ponds and wetlands which
would normally occur across the area.
More
information
on
here:
http://solwaywetlands.org.uk/visit-solway-wetlands-centreand-rspb-campfield-marsh-reserve
On the way back we stopped at Bowness and Mark told us
about a very recent discovery. The Parish Council at St
Michael’s Church, Bowness on Solway, would like to extend
the church graveyard. They applied for planning permission
from the County but were advised that they needed to have
an archaeological survey carried out on the land before
permission could be given. Grampus Heritage were appointed
to undertake the geophysical survey and discovered part of a
Roman settlement or vicus, associated with the Roman Fort of
Maia at the western end of Hadrian’s Wall. Although this
means that the graveyard can’t be extended in this location,
the Parish Council are very excited about this discovery.
Grampus Heritage will now work with the Parish Council and
local community to deliver a community archaeology project
which aims to investigate the extent of the Roman settlement
in the area AND hopefully find a more suitable location for the
graveyard extension.

17th August Friday:
Morning: After the group got picked up from their
Cockermouth Cottages the participants were taken to Keswick
Castlerigg Stone Circle just outside Keswick. Mark explained
what is known about the prehistoric stone circle and pointed
out the Roman marching camp nearby. The stone circle is one
of the largest and earliest stone circles in the UK and was
erected between the surrounding fells in 229m above sea
level. It composed of 38 freestanding slate rocks and dates
back to the Neolithic times 3000-4000 years ago. One unusual
feature of the circle is a rectangle of standing stones within the
circle which is only featured in one more stone circle (near
Ullswater) in the UK. Castlerigg stone circle has not been
extensively excavated in the past as the protected status of the
circle and the location within the national park make
investigation harder to achieve.
The original purpose of the circle is unknown, but the fact that
several stone axes originating from nearby Great Langdale
have been found in the 19th century at the site could indicate
the circle was used as a trading point later in history. The circle
has been taken into guardianship in 1880 (recommendation
for preservation). we discussed further:
Rights of access to historic monuments
Modern perceptions and sense of connection to ancient ritual
sites / Management of erosion through turf replacement
(impact of tourism) /
the potential of geophysical survey to add to our
understanding of the historic landscape
Friday Afternoon: After we had a look around Keswick museum
and its current exhibitions, we were lucky enough to enjoy the
spontaneous appearance of the Village Harmony choir (with
members from South Africa, UK and USA). Becks Skinner
(museums manager) and Anneke Hagenbroich (Education
Officer) explained to us the set-up of Keswick Museum with
only 3 current staff members. As the museum is set up as a
charity they don’t receive any funding by the government and
strongly depends on the help of local Volunteers (mostly
pensioners as they more time available). The museum
generates income by offering tours, taking in school classes,
selling gifts, hiring out rooms and hosting a tearoom.
In order to get the most of our visit we split up into 2 smaller
groups to see the museums archive on the top floor and the
storerooms at the basement. Becks took one group up to the
top floor and explained to how this small Archive at Keswick
Museum work. Becks showed us as well the latest additions to
the archive on the museums. We were aiming to swap groups
over after 30 minutes.

Education Officer Anneke took the other half of the group into
the basement store room and explained to us the museums
education work with pupils. The “My finds book” (displayed on
the right) is offering the children to enter their own finds and
observations, they can answer questions on topics they
learned beforehand. Furthermore the Museum has a range of
fossils the pupils can handle before copying them in plaster.
The museums aim is getting the pupils to understand how the
region around Keswick geological generated. We heard as well
about the Langdale Stone Axes who were found all over the
UK which indicates the Neolithic trade area and why fossils are
found in the Lake District (because the Fells of the National
Park are made of land mass that used to be a seabed which
got pushed up and created a mountainous area). We heard as
well about different stones and rocks of the region (like
sedimentary rocks, sandstone, metamorphic rock etc.).
Bogdan was very interested in the ways to involve and educate
children groups since he is working for a Museum himself and
decided to take example of the “My finds book” as displayed
on the right of the table).
Other discussed points: Keswick School of Industrial Art (KSIA)
and upcoming planned exhibitions in the museum.
more information on here: https://keswickmuseum.org.uk/
After our tour at Keswick museum had finished we walked into
town for lunch. Each participant chose a Pastry at a well know
local Pastry Shop in Keswick centre and Mark took Maria to
Penrith train station as it was her departure day. This offered
the opportunity to show Bogdan and Ancuta (our
Archaeologist couple from Romania) to see the stone circle
“Long Meg and her daughters” (a Neolithic stone circle
containing 69 Granit rocks of up to 3,8m height) in the village
of Glassonby near Penrith.
Jessica stayed with the rest of the group in Keswick were
everybody had the chance to take a closer look at local small
scale businesses and museums before leaving the next day.
18th August Saturday: departure day
20 - 21 August 2018:
Jessica added documentation of the UK workshop to our
website and started to work on the powerpoint presentation
(topic of the module: ‘how to handle and process
archaeological finds’ as a summary following our visit at
Archaeological Archive Wardell Armstrong).
We decided to make it powerpoint rather than a video for the
reason that ppw files are much smaller and easier to add to
each partners website.
https://www.grampusheritage.co.uk/projects/synergyproject-training-in-agriculture-old-crafts/

Workshop conclusions and Synergy’s:
-

-

-

Volunteers are essential for Grampus Heritage excavation and to keep small museums and
other organisations. The culture of volunteering is very strong in the UK (charity shops are
mostly running on Volunteers, Keswick and Senhouse museums are examples we have seen:
they are mostly (in the day to day business) run by one permanent staff member on site
managing the volunteers at the ticket sale and maintenance. Volunteers are mostly
pensioners for the reason that they have more time and they are interested in staying
occupied, socialise and retain integrated in society.
For small museum and businesses it is essential not to be depending on one source of income
but finding different way to generate income and make them financially less vulnerable to
external impacts and changes
We are now able to compare 4 different cheese production companies in Germany, Cyprus,
Romania and UK
We are able to compare on how countryside gets managed and used in Germany, Cyprus,
Romania and UK
We are now able to compare the set-up and running of small and medium sized museums in
Germany, Cyprus, Romania and UK

Feedback on the UK workshop is very welcome by any of the
participants and partner organisations!

_________________________
Jessica Karcher (Project Officer)
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